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Executive Summary
In order to make the W3C Semantic Web standards RDF and OWL more widely adopted,
best practices are necessary to provide some hands-on support for developers and users of
Semantic Web technologies (i.e., applications exploiting Semantic Web technologies).
The main purposes of this deliverable are to analyse some well known Semantic Web
best practices, to present them in a so-called cook-book style (so as to make it easier for
readers to make use of them), and to provide some example success stories related to
these best practices (so as to illustrate how to make use of the presented best practices).
This version of the deliverable differs from the previous version in the following aspects:
(1) it further discusses the definition of best practice from both organisational and
technological perspectives; (2) it provides a cook-book style collection (rather than
simply high level survey) some well known Semantic Web best practices, in particular
those related to W3C activities; (3) it includes some more success stories that are related
to the presented best practices; (4) in the Appendices, we also include lessons learnt from
the Semantic Technology Conference 2006 and a list of companies that have semantics
solutions R&D.
In order to keep the presentation precise and compact, we decided to mostly only keep
the above new contents in this version of the deliverable. The final version of the
deliverable (planned for month 48) will collect all the contributions we did in this area
and for this activity.
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1 Introduction
The Semantic Web standards RDF and OWL have been standardised since 2004. A lot of
key conferences on Semantic Web, Web 2.0, Web services, ontology based systems, etc.
show a rapid growth in development of semantic technologies in industry. In particular
Semantic Technology Conference (2006), with more than over 650 attendees and 300
companies compared to 300 attendees of STC2005, reached a large international
audience (for in depth lessons learnt see Appendix A). STC 2006 is a major event for the
Industry, Technology and solution providers and final customers and users. During the
conference it emerged that the performance of semantic technologies clearly shows
efficiency gain, effectiveness gain and strategic edge (2.10x gain). It is based on a survey
of about 200 business entities engaged in semantic technology R&D for development of
products and services to deliver solutions. More than 70 have announced and launched
semantic technology based products or services (see Appendix B). The start-up
companies are filing many patents that will pave and block the space for late comers in
the field, and they are all reporting patented technologies in the conference. It is expected
that markets for semantic technology products and services will grow 10-fold from 2006
to 2010 to more than 50 billions dollars worldwide (Mills Davis1). Unlike the research
oriented conferences on Semantic Web like ISWC, ESWC and ASWC series, or related
tracks at conferences like ECOWS, ICWS, ECAI, IJCAI, IAAI etc, STC 2006 is well
targeted to the Technology and Best Practices from many SMEs and large companies (see
also Figure 0 for the level of adoption of Semantic Web technologies in 2006).
Indeed, in order to make the W3C Semantic Web standards RDF and OWL more widely
adopted, best practices are necessary to provide some hand-on support for developers and
users of Semantic Web applications (i.e., applications exploiting Semantic Web
technologies). The main purposes of this deliverable are to analyse some well known
Semantic Web best practices, to present them in a so-called cook-book style (so as to
make it easier for readers to make use of them), and to provide some example success
stories related to these best practices (so as to illustrate how to make use of the presented
best practices).
The aims of this chapter are to clarify the notions of best practices and to briefly
introduce the structure of the deliverable.

1
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1.1 Notions of best practices
1.1.1 From the viewpoint of knowledge management
One theory that has its building blocks in both organisational and technological
perspectives is Knowledge Management (KM). Knowledge management refers to a
domain of research studies and practical activities aimed at exploring and exploiting the
value of knowledge generated by individuals, groups and organizations. In particular
knowledge management is referred to the process of creating, codifying and
disseminating knowledge within complex organisations, such as large companies,
universities, and world wide organisations.
Now what is a practice from the viewpoint of knowledge management? A practice is
defined as a pattern of interlocking activities performed by a set of social actors. Since
each actor performs its activity in a specific context as a consequence of its
interpretations of the other’s actions, a practice can be viewed as a system of actions that
depend on shared expectations and interpretations. In other words, a practice is a system
of activities that confirms the beliefs of interacting social agents. The term “Practice”
derives from some recent epistemological approaches to knowledge that has underlined
the practical nature of human activity. The practices include both the implicit and explicit
knowledge, the process of learning by practicing rather than through abstract and
conceptual reasoning, and the process of interiorize knowledge. Taking into consideration
ethnographic studies a practice sustains a symbolic world which is functional to the
cohesion of a social system. Finally from the anthropologists’ perspective, a practice is
also bound to complex material conditions.
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A best practice is the best way to perform a particular system of activities in a specific
context. First of all, it is “best” because, given a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPI),
the selected practice is the one that maximises, among the others, the KPI set. Such
selection is achieved by means of benchmarking activities, that is, the systematic
comparison of practices which are aimed at achieving a similar goal, or can emerge as in
an evolutionary system in which best practices emerges and are naturally selected. It is
important to notice that the term “best practice” implies some contradictions. In particular
the practice refers to a social process that is rooted in local contexts (that is, is a local
optima), but the term best refers to some general and abstract entity which is superior to
any context.
One of the most effective methods that allow practice and context transfer is the diffusion
of success stories and best practices. They are good abstraction of main practices, and
context constrains, therefore can be easily understood and adopted within any
environment. Consider for instance that two communities (with different contexts and
social constrains) recognise the need to introduce and adopt a new practice. After the
introduction, the personalisation, and the adoption of this best practice, the final result
will be different for both communities. In this sense, a good transfer of best practices is a
negotiation among contexts aimed at generating a new boundary practice.

1.1.2 From the viewpoint of W3C
In this deliverable, we also largely rely on W3C’s viewpoint of best practices. From a
general point of view, the idea of collecting best practices starts from the need to have
sufficient practical experience. This experience allows us to highlight consensus on
positive and negative practices. Following this intuition, the W3C Semantic Web Best
Practices and Deployment Working Group (SWBPD) defines the best practices as:
"A consensus-based guidance designed to facilitate Semantic Web deployment within
RDF and OWL".
SWBPD aims at providing hands-on support for developers of Semantic Web
applications (i.e. applications exploiting Semantic Web technologies).2 The best practices
provided by the W3C SWBPD Working Group enjoy W3C’s usual consensus building
culture.

1.2 Structure of the deliverable
In order to give some tracks of thinking for future investigations, we propose an approach
oriented in 3 main directions.
First of all, Chapter 2 presents a multiple choice questionnaire that integrates frequent
interrogations and possible answers about researchers and practitioners’ opinions on
2

Currently there are quite a lot of companies that have semantic solutions R&D, see Appendix B.
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Semantic Web technologies. We adapted a methodology extracted from the field of
collaborative work that enables to limit biases and optimise the statistic
representativeness of answers. The motivation here is to achieve some consensus related
to Semantic Web technologies and best practices. Our preliminary results show that
consensus can emerge in some cases. In this version of the deliverable we will not report
all the results achieved in previous work, in order to allow reviewers to easily analyse and
evaluate the work done in the 2006.

Secondly and most importantly, Chapter 3 analyses some well known Semantic Web best
practices, to present them in a so-called cook-book style, so as to make them easier for
practitioners to check if they are related to the modeling problems they concern and to
apply them if so. Most of these best practices are from SWBPD, which are (partially)
contributed by researchers involved in the Knowledge Web project. This chapter is one
of the main differences between this version (D142v2) and last version (D142) of the
deliverable. In the former one, only some high level survey on the activities of SWBPD is
provided.
Last but not least, Chapter 4 present some example success stories related to these best
practices. These concrete examples aim at illustrating to practitioners how to make use of
the presented best practices. Furthermore, unlike the previous version of the deliverable,
there are clear connections between the success stories and the best practices presented in
the previous chapter.
In short, we believe that these three complementary aspects – questionnaire on best
practices and Semantic Web technologies, some well known best practices and related
success stories -- will contribute to providing useful and realistic advice to the industry.
In the appendices, we also provide related information, including lessons learnt from the
Semantic Technology Conference 2006 and a list of companies that have semantics
solutions R&D.
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2 Opinion Poll on Semantic Web Technologies and Best
Practices
In the previous version of the deliverable the methodology and the results of the online
opinion poll are deeply explained. In this chapter only some of the most important
conclusions, emerged by the opinion poll, are presented.
The opinion poll is aimed at obtaining feedback on the feeling of contributors about the
usefulness of best practice guidelines, as well as what these might contain.

2.1 Some Results from the Opinion Poll
The majority (70%) think that there is a need for a clarification in practices, and
developing best practice guides seems to be a reasonable approach. In this case the
majority (63%) think that best practices should only consider high level advice
(integration, interface, etc) and should avoid technical aspects which are too detailed.
Some remarks consistent with the observation made in the previous section concerned the
need for education (i.e. better practices come first from better knowledge). For 11% of
the contributors, the usability of best practice guidelines is not clear and a technical
tutorial is considered sufficient.
Other interesting remarks considered that best practice guidelines could be extended
depending on the area of use, and in some cases could also integrate both high level and
low level directives. There is also a small majority (60%) who wish to promote
"labelling" through a certification authority, and who consider that basic and easily
adaptable examples are better than nothing. For others (37%) it is not a good idea to
implement this yet because of a lack of maturity.
An interesting divergence appears on the question related to the link between best
practices and frequent practices. While 52% of the contributors think that a frequent
practice should not be systematically be considered as a good practice, 45% think the
contrary. This divergence induces the question of how to recognise a best practice. If we
consider that a practice is based on previous uses and that expertise is based on the use of
a technology, then frequent practices should be considered carefully, at least to start a
recommendation repository. Alternatively we could consider that practitioners of a
technology may also be influenced by bad habits coming from a "quick and dirty"
adaptation of a theoretic principle. In this case frequent practices are not always good
practices and "external" opinions coming from a recommendation group could be useful.
Evidence for one expert is not necessarily evidence for another.
Other remarks pointed out that even if a frequent practice can provide a clue towards best
practices, there is a need for more detailed technical, usage based advice or examples in
order to be pedagogically useful.
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2.1.1 Ontology and the real world
This section relates to the level of realism that ontologies should achieve. The question
could be formulated in the following way: do we need practical concepts and tools which
are easy to use if they only reflect poorly the real world, or should we instead promote
precision in knowledge representation at the risk of introducing complexity?
Regarding the involvement of philosophers in Semantic Web, only 22% think that this is
not a good idea (lack of pragmatism, difficult to manage, etc.) whereas 18% are clearly
favourable. Actually the majority (60%) is mostly undecided and thinks that it should
dependent on the context and application. The ratio is quite similar regarding the
involvement of logicians. On the other hand, it seems that the help of linguists is a little
more appreciated, since only 4% of the contributors think that a linguist would not be
useful, whereas 33% are favourable and 70% think that it depends on the context and the
application.
Uncertainty is linked to our perception of reality, and it is well known that our natural
cognitive processes are mainly based on probabilistic reasoning. It could be interesting to
ask whether uncertainty and probability need to be taken into account in the Semantic
Web. The majority (67%) of the contributors answer yes to this question. The comments
also clearly show that the Semantic Web is not mature enough to take into account these
aspects.

2.1.2 Building ontology
Following from the previous question, we consider here practical aspects of ontology
building.
Several respondents pointed out that RDF is very limited and cannot alone ensure the
needs of the Semantic Web. Only 37% think that RDF alone could be enough, whereas
70% think that RDF and OWL are enough. 47% of the contributors prefer the use of a
limited version of OWL (Lite, DL) instead of OWL Full. 37% think that embedding RDF
in another technology (HTML, RSS, etc) should be recommended, whereas 26%
recommend avoiding it (see details of the technical concerns in the questionnaire).
The majority (56%) of the contributors think that a domain oriented ontology (fit to the
problem to be solved) should be recommended, whereas 30% think that a general
ontology (a portable ontology usable in a maximum number of domains) is preferable,
and 33% think that no rules should be recommended in this matter. Comments pointed
out that the best way is probably to promote a domain oriented ontology linked to a
general ontology.
The majority (78%) of the contributors think that the quantity of concepts used in a
Semantic Web application should remain free since it depends on the application. About
10% think that there is a need for a maximum limit in order to reduce the complexity,
possible inconsistency or to maintain good performance within the application.
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For the majority (80%), the security aspects of an ontology mainly depend on the needs
and context and it is difficult to be formalise these in strict rules.
The majority (67%) think that we need to recommend the use of ontology building from
text (15% do not agree), such as tools for cleaning ontologies (59%) and consistency
verification tools (74% in all cases, 19% only in complex cases).
Most contributors (41%) employ an ontology using only one natural language, whereas
26% use 2 or more. Regarding the representation language, 19% use one language
whereas 19% use two and 19% use more than two. 40% of the contributors use synonyms
for keywords, while 22 % do not.

2.1.3 Availability and reusability of ontologies
In order to improve the reusability of ontologies, we may wonder how to manage their
availability. This includes preliminary considerations like persistency (i.e. building
ontologies to be reusable, live for a long time, etc) but also the strategy of institutions
(whether an ontology is freely available, etc.).
The majority of contributors (85%) think that an ontology is supposed to be persistent for
a long time and can be used for several generations of applications. In such a case, a
dedicated maintenance effort is necessary. Respondents also pointed out that this could
depend on the context and that in some cases an ontology could have a limited time to
live.
Strangely, only 18% of the contributors are sure that the Semantic Web will reach a high
level of reusability, whereas 30% think that reusability will be low and 48% hope that the
reusability will be high but that it is not clear that this will be the case. One respondent
pointed out the need for popularisation of the ontology "model" (well modularised, easy
to use, etc.).
Regarding the reuse of existing conceptualisations (database schemas, text, etc.), 48% of
the contributors think that this should be promoted whereas 4% think the contrary and
44% think that it depends on the application. As suggested by some remarks, it is possible
that the conceptualisation that the Semantic Web will ultimately be based on is not yet
known. In such cases of conceptualization evolution, reuse of existing conceptualisations
is certainly a need.
A majority is favourable to a mapping between new and existing ontologies (as a priority,
48%; if there is a need, 37%). The results show that reusability is a real concern within
the Semantic Web community. Thus, 85% are considering adapting or extending an
available ontology to their projects, whereas 37% prefer to develop their own ontology.
The big discussion and opposition between specificity / optimality and openness /
reusability appears again, considering that 52% think that an ontology would be more
efficient if developed by an individual organization to fit their specific needs, whereas
37% think that this would be more efficient if done by a public institution in order to
ensure authority, consensus, and trust. 30% do not have a clear idea on this subject.
7

Regarding availability, 37% think that ontologies should be available publicly, free of
restrictions, whereas 48% think that it depends on the applications and that they could in
certain cases be released under license.

2.1.4 Using ontologies
This section is intended to give a feed back on the main uses of ontologies. The idea is to
evaluate the level of applications where knowledge formalism is involved in machine to
machine cooperation.
The results show that ontologies are used in a wide variety of applications; some (67%)
are still mainly related to human-machine interaction (help with information search,
browsing, etc.) whereas 63% are mainly inter-process related. The use of ontologies in ebusiness is 44%, but seems very promising as well as information disclosure and
information integration. At the moment, security concerns do not seem to be a priority
and few are taken into account in applications.
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3 Best Practices of Semantic Web Technologies
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents and analyses some well known Semantic Web best practices. Most
of the best practices presented in this chapter are (partially) contributed by Knowledge
Web researchers in the W3C Semantic Web Best Practice and Deployment (SWBPD)
Working Group.
In particular, we will present the best practice in a so-called cook-book style, covering the
following aspects:
• the problem(s);
• solutions:
o ingredients;
o required materials (ontology expressive power);
o examples;
• tips (discussions on, e.g., pros and cons) of the best practices.

3.2 Representing Quality Values3
3.2.1 The problem
How to represent values of qualities, such as size, severity, texture and rank, in
ontologies?

3.2.2 Solution 1: Values as subclasses partitioning a quality

3.2.2.1 Ingredients
•
•

A quality is represented as a class
Typical value sets of a quality are represented as sub-classes of the quality class

3.2.2.2 Required expressive powers
•
•
•

Class equivalent axioms
unionOf class constructor
existential restrictions

3

This is based on the SWBPD working draft Representing Specified Values in OWL: “value partitions”
and “value sets” edited by Alan Rector (University of Manchester).
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3.2.2.3 Example: John is in good health

Figure 1 Solution 1: Values as subclasses partitioning a quality (from the SWBPD working draft
Representing Specified Values in OWL: “value partitions” and “value sets”)

To say that "John is in good health" is to say that his health is inside the
good_health_values partition of the Health_value quality. See Figure 1 and Ontology 1
(in OWL abstract syntax) for details.
Ontology 1:
Class (HealthValue complete
unionOf (Poor_health_value Medium_health_value Good_health_value))
Class (HealthPerson complete intersectionOf (Person
restriction (has_health_status someValuesFrom (Good_health_value))))
Individual (John type (Person) value (has_health_status (John’sHealth)))
Individual (John’sHealth type (Good_health_value))

3.2.3 Solution 2: Values as individuals whose enumeration is
equivalent to the quality

3.2.3.1 Ingredients
•
•

A quality is represented as a class
Typical values of a quality are represented as instances of the quality class

3.2.3.2 Required expressive powers
•
•
•

Class equivalent axioms
The unionOf class constructor
existential restrictions
10

•

The nominal (oneOf) class constructor

3.2.3.3 Example: John is in good health
To say that "John is in good health" is to say that his health is inside the
good_health_values partition of the Health_value quality. See Figure 2 and Ontology 2
(in OWL abstract syntax) for details.

Figure 2 Solution 2: Values as individuals whose enumeration is equivalent to the quality (from the
SWBPD working draft Representing Specified Values in OWL: “value partitions” and “value sets”)

Ontology 2:
Class (HealthValue complete
unionOf (oneOf (poor_health_value) oneOf (medium_health_value)
oneOf (good_health_value)))
Class (HealthPerson complete intersectionOf (Person
restriction (has_health_status someValuesFrom (oneOf (good_health_value)))))
Individual (John type (Person) value (has_health_status (good_health_value)))

3.2.4 Tips
•
•
•

Both solutions correctly classify John as an instance of the HealthyPerson class.
The advantage of the first solution is that it does not require the use of nominals.
The advantage of the second solution is that values are represented as individuals
rather than classes – many people think this is more intuitive.
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•

Both solutions are not precise enough to capture the value constraints, such as
classifying John is an adult based on his age. See Section 3.5 and Section 4.2 for
more detailed discussions on using datatypes to represent qualities.

3.3 Representing Relations with Arbitrary Arities4
3.3.1 The problem
How to represent (N-ary) relations among more than two individuals in RDF and
OWL (which support only binary relations)?

3.3.2 Solution 1: Distinguishing the originator individual

3.3.2.1 Ingredients
•
•

Distinguishing the originator individual
N-ary relations are represented as a class plus N binary relations

3.3.2.2 Required expressive powers
•
•
•

The intersectionOf class constructor
Existential restrictions
Functional property axioms

3.3.2.3 Example: Steve has temperature, which is high, but falling
To say that "Steve has temperature, which is high, but falling" is to say that Steve relates
via the property has_temperature a complex object representing different facts about his
temperature. See Figure 3 and Ontology 3 (in OWL abstract syntax) for details.

4

This is based on the SWBPD working draft Defining N-ary Relations on the Semantic Web: Use With
Individuals edited by Natasha Noy ( Stanford University) and Alan Rector (University of Manchester).
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Figure 3 Solution 1: Distinguishing the originator individual (from the SWBPD working draft
Defining N-ary Relations on the Semantic Web: Use With Individuals)

Ontology 3:
ObjectProperty (has_temperature Functional)
ObjectProperty (temperature_value Functional)
ObjectProperty (temperature_trend Functional)
Individual (Steve value (has_temperature
Individual (type (intersectionOf
(restriction(temperature_value someValuesFrom (Elevated))
restriction (temperature_trend someValuesFrom (Falling))))))

3.3.3 Solution 2: No originator individual

3.3.3.1 Ingredients
N-ary relations are represented as a class plus N binary relations.

3.3.3.2 Required expressive powers
Functional property axioms.

3.3.3.3 Example: John buys a "Lenny the Lion" book from
books.example.com for $15 as a birthday gift.
To say that "John buys a ‘Lenny the Lion’ book from books.example.com for $15 as a
birthday gift", we introduce the Purchase_1 object (as an instance of the N-ary relation
class) that relates other individuals (such as John). See Figure 4 and Ontology 4 (in OWL
abstract syntax) for details.
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Ontology 4
ObjectProperty (buyer Functional)
ObjectProperty (seller Functional)
ObjectProperty (object)
ObjectProperty (purpose)
ObjectProperty (amount Functional)
Individual (Purchase_1 type (Purchase)
value (buyer Individual (John))
value (seller Individual (books.example.com))
value (object Individual (Lenny_the_Lion))
value (purpose Individual (birthday_gift))
value (amount Individual ($15)))
/* Note that we can better represent $15 by using an object property unit and a datatype
property value.*/

Figure 4 Solution 2: No originator individual (from the SWBPD working draft Defining N-ary
Relations on the Semantic Web: Use With Individuals)

3.3.4 Tips
•
•
•

The choice between the two solutions is subjective.
Solution 1 usually requires the use of anonymous individuals, using existential
restrictions seems to be more convenient.
Functional property axioms are essential in both solutions. Otherwise, we might
have more than one temperature_value for Steve and more than one buyer for
Purchase_1.
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3.4 Qualified cardinality restrictions (QCRs)5
3.4.1 The problem
How to represent qualified cardinality restrictions (QCRs) in OWL (which support
only unqualified cardinality restrictions)?

3.4.2 Solution 1: Existential restrictions

3.4.2.1 Ingredients
“At least one” QCRs can be represented as existential restrictions.

3.4.2.2 Required expressive powers
Existential restrictions.

3.4.2.3 Example: Person who has at least one parent who is a British
citizen
To say that "Person who has at least one parent who is a British citizen", we can use the
following OWL class axiom
Class(Person_with_British_parent partial
intersectionOf(Person
restriction(has_parent someValuesFrom(British_Citizen))))

3.4.3 Solution 2: Sub-property and range property axioms

3.4.3.1 Ingredients
Introducing a sub-property of the primary property and then to introduce an
unqualified cardinality restriction on that sub-property.

3.4.3.2 Required expressive powers
•
•
•

Unqualified cardinality restriction
Sub-property axioms
Property range axioms

5

This is based on the SWBPD working draft Qualified cardinality restrictions (QCRs) edited by Alan
Rector (University of Manchester) and Guus Schreiber (Free University of Amsterdam).
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3.4.3.3 Example: The normal hand has exactly five fingers of which one
is a thumb
We can represent “the normal hand has exactly five fingers of which one is a thumb”
with the following OWL class axioms
Class(Finger partial Body_part)
Class(Thumb partial Finger)
ObjectProperty(has_part
range(Body_part))
ObjectProperty(has_finger super(has_part)
range(Finger))
ObjectProperty(has_thumb super(has_finger) range(Thumb))
Class(Normal_hand partial
intersectionOf(
restriction (has_finger cardinality(5))
restriction (has_thumb cardinality(1))))

3.4.4 Tips
•
•
•

•

Solution 1 only applies on “at least one” QCRs.
Solution 2 introduces (unnecessary) global range constraints, while QCRs are
simply local constraints.
Solution 2 is a “work-around”: (1) it is not enough to capture the complete
semantics
(see
also
Jeff
Z.
Pan’s
comments
on
this
http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-swbp-wg/2005Dec/0125.html); (2) the
“work-around” is fine if there exist no inappropriate axioms about the related
properties and classes. Two rules of thumb are (1) not to use the primary property
directly but always use the sub-properties in cardinality restrictions and (2) to
make sure the sub-properties have different ranges.
In Section 4.1, we present a success story related to this best practice.

3.5 XML Schema User Defined Datatypes in RDF and OWL6
3.5.1 The problem 1
What is the relationship between the value spaces of the various XML Schema builtin simple types when used within RDF and OWL? Or in other words, when do two
literals, which are written down differently, refer to the same value?

6

This is based on theW3C SWBPD Note XML Schema Datatypes in RDF and OWL edited by Jeremy
Carroll (HP Lab) and Jeff Z. Pan (University of Aberdeen).
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3.5.2 Solution of problem 1

3.5.2.1 Ingredients
•
•
•
•

All primitive XML Schema Datatypes are treated as having disjoint value spaces.
Meaningful mapping among values from different primitive datatypes could be
enabled by using the value approximate map and approximate equality.
A value approximate map mapsTo is a partial mapping from typed literals to
typed literals.
Given a datatype map D and a value approximate map mapsTo, the approximate
equality aeq is defined as follows (NB: L2S refers to lexical to value mapping):
• aeq("s1"^^u1, "s2"^^u2)=true if L2S(D(u1))(s1) = L2S(D(u2))(s2) or if
mapsTo("s1"^^u1)="s3"^^u2 and L2S(D(u2))(s3) = L2S(D(u2))(s2);
• aeq("s1"^^u1, "s2"^^u2)=false otherwise.

3.5.2.2 Examples
•

•
•

•

"15"^^xsd:byte and "15.0"^^xsd:decimal both denote the same value, fifteen.
This follows because xsd:byte has primitive base datatype xsd:decimal.
Therefore, Individual (Jane value (age "15"^^xsd:byte)) entails Individual
(Jane value (age "15.0"^^xsd:decimal)).
"1.3"^^xsd:decimal is different from "1.3"^^xsd:float, as xsd:decimal and
xsd:float are two different primitive datatypes.
Given the value approximate mapping mapsTo("1.3"^^xsd:decimal)=
"1.3"^^xsd:float, we have the following approximate equality
aeq("1.3"^^xsd:decimal, "1.3"^^xsd:float)=true.
Given the above approximate mapping and the following two individual axioms:
Individual (car1 value (enginesizeInLitre "1.3"^^xsd:decimal) and Individual
(car2 value (enginesizeInLitre "1.3"^^xsd:float), the following SPARQL query
SELECT
WHERE

?size
{ eg:car eg:engineSizeInLitres ?size .
FILTER (?size = 1.3) . }

returns both car1 and car2.

3.5.3 The problem 2
How to integrate XML Schema user-defined datatypes with OWL DL?

3.5.4 Solution of problem 2

3.5.4.1 Ingredients
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•

•

•

In order to support XML Schema user-defined datatypes with OWL DL (in
general not just OWL DL but a large family of decidable, including very
expressive, Description Logics), one needs to extend OWL datatyping to unary
datatype groups. Intuitively speaking,
A combined DL is decidable if the unary datatype group is conforming. A
conforming unary datatype group is equipped with a decision procedure for the
satisfiability problem of finite conjunctions over supported datatypes.
In a unary datatype group, OWL data ranges are extended to datatype expressions
so as to represent user defined datatypes. Let G be a unary datatype group, the set
unary datatype expressions for G, abbreviated Dexp(G), is inductively defined as
follows:
• let u be a datatype URI reference, u ∈ DPexp(G);
• let u be a datatype URI reference, its (relativised) negation not(u) ∈
DPexp(G);
• let y1, ..., yn be literals, the enumerated datatype oneOf(y1, ..., yn) ∈
DPexp(G);
• for any p,q ∈ DPexp(G), their conjunction and(p,q) ∈ DPexp(G);
• for any p,q ∈ DPexp(G), their disjunction or(p,q) ∈ DPexp(G).

3.5.4.2 Required expressive powers
•
•

Unary datatype groups
Unary datatype expressions

3.5.4.3 Examples
As a further example, we may wish to talk about ages of adults in years, where an adult is
over 18. This can be described as a restriction on the xsd:integer datatype.
<xsd:simpleType name="adultAge">
<xsd:restriction base="nonNegativeInteger">
<xsd:minInclusive value="18">
</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
This datatype can be represented as the following unary datatype
expression:
and (xsd:nonNegativeInteger, xsdx: minInclusive18).
We can use this unary datatype expressive to define the Adult class:
DatatypeProperty (age Functional)
Class (Adult complete intersectionOf (Person
restriction (age someValuesFrom
and (xsd:nonNegativeInteger, xsdx: minInclusive18))))
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3.5.5 Tips
•

•

[PaHo2005] shows that we can combine any decidable DL (including
SHOIN, the underpinning of OWL DL) that provides the conjunction and
bottom class constructors with a conforming (unary) datatype group and the
combined DL is still decidable.
Being able to use user-defined datatypes in ontologies, we can directly
represent quality values (see Section 3.2) as datatyped values. An example
and more detailed discussions are presented in Section 4.2.

3.6 Representing Object-Oriented Classes and Attributes7
3.6.1 The problem 1
How to represent object-oriented classes which do not share instances?

3.6.2 Solution of problem 1

3.6.2.1 Ingredients
Explicitly assert that all the named classes are disjoint.

3.6.2.2 Required expressive powers
Disjoint class axioms.

3.6.2.3 Examples
Suppose there are only two classes in the ontology, which are Product and
Customer, we can assert that they are disjoint.
Class (Product)
Class (Customer)
DisjointClasses (Product Customer)

3.6.3 The problem 2
How to represent object-oriented attributes which (1) are local to corresponding
classes and (2) have ranges that are used for type checking?
7

This is related to the W3C SWBPD Note A Semantic Web Primer for Object-Oriented Software
Developers contributed by Holger Knublauch (University of Manchester), Daniel Oberle (Universität
Karlsruhe), Phil Tetlow (IBM), Evan Wallace (National Institute of Standards and Technology) and Jeff Z.
Pan (University of Aberdeen).
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3.6.4 Solution of problem 2

3.6.4.1 Ingredients
•
•

Representing locality of attributes by using existential restrictions.
Representing type checking for property ranges with value restrictions

3.6.4.2 Required expressive powers
•
•
•

Existential restrictions
Value restrictions
The intersectionOf and complementOf class constructors

3.6.4.3 Examples
To say the class customer has an attribute email, we can use the following axiom.
Class (Customer partial restriction (address someValuesFrom (xsd:string)))
That is, for each customer, there exist a string which is his/her address.
To set the range of email as xsd:string for type checking, we can use the following axiom.
SubClassOf (
intersectionOf (Customer
complementOf (Restriction (email allValuesFrom xsd:string))
owl:Bottom)

3.6.5 Tips
One of the most convincing advantages of using Semantic Web technologies to
support object-oriented modelling is that the domain model can be shared online and
can be dynamically maintained in run time.

3.7 Scalability of Natural Language Tasks
3.7.1 The Problem
Inherent difficulties in language processing tasks (e.g. incompleteness, language
change, ambiguity, etc.) make it very difficult to scale HLT applications from
research prototypes to real world applications.

3.7.2 Solution 1
Restrict the scope of applications to smaller domain-specific, tightly focused tasks
which can be performed automatically with high accuracy.
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3.7.2.1 Example of Solution 1
Semantic annotation systems which attempt to cover any domain, e.g. to annotate the
whole internet, are doomed to a low level of accuracy if they are to be fully
automatic. Dividing the problem into bite-sized chunks, such as having one system
for news texts, another for finance texts, etc. results in a series of smaller, related
systems with high accuracy.

3.7.3 Solution 2
Development of semi-automatic systems that rely on a certain amount of human
assistance, using manual training to teach the system, manual intervention to check
problematic issues, or manual post-editing to refine system output, or a combination
of the above

3.7.3.1 Example of Solution 2
Semantic annotation systems which make use of mixed-initiative learning, whereby
the user begins annotating the data manually, providing input to the system which
gradually learns, and finally takes over more and more of the task until it is running
fully automatically (but enabling manual post-editing as necessary).
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4

Example of Success Stories
This chapter presents some example success stories related to the best practices
presented in the previous chapter.

4.1 Qualified Cardinality Restrictions – Classifying Protein SubFamilies
This success story is based on the work presented in [WBHL*05], and is related to the
best practice presented in Section 3.4.
4.1.1

Motivation

Proteins classification is a central process in understanding the molecular biology. Such
classification is based on functional domains of proteins. Many proteins are assemblies of
domains. Each domain has a separate function. Domain compositions decide protein
functions. The recognition of domain composition in a fine-grain level requires analysis
of bio-informaticians. Now the challenge is to capture understanding of bioinformaticians and apply systematically within computer applications.
4.1.2

Key ideas

Wolstencroft and colleagues [WBHL*05] use an OWL-DL ontology to represent the
expert knowledge and use Instance Store (a DL-based reasoning system) to perform
classification. One of the main problems is to capture expert knowledge like the
following:
“If a protein Y contains at least n1 and at most n2 p-domains of type X1, and at least n3
and at most n4 p-domains of type X2, then Y belongs to family Z.”
To capture this knowledge, we need to use qualified cardinality restrictions (QCRs)
which is not provided in OWL. To solve the problem, we can use the work-around
provided in Section 3.4 to define the class Z as follows.
Class (Z complete intersectionOf
restriction (hasX1-p-domain minCardinality(n1) maxCardinality(n2))
restriction (hasX2-p-domain minCardinality(n3) maxCardinality(n4))).
Note that instead of using the has-p-domain property, we use different properties for
different domain types, and that we should have one property (e.g. hasX1-p-domain) for
each domain type (e.g. X1), in order to ensure the completeness.
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The results of this work are three-fold. Firstly, the automated classification of the human
protein phosphatases performed as well as the manual classification by phosphatase
experts. Secondly, the automated classification discovered two proteins for which no
appropriate family was available. This discovery led to a modification of the ontology
and thus of the expert knowledge on proteins. Thirdly, the automated classification
discovered some mis-classified A.fumigatus phosphatases, and revealed large differences
from the human phosphatases.
4.1.3

Discussion

Besides finding new protein families that are of interest to biologists, this work has
shown that automated classification can indeed compete with manual classification, and
is sometimes even superior. This approach combines the advantages of speed of the
automated methods and accuracy of human expert classification, the latter being due to
the fact the we can capture the expert knowledge in an OWL ontology. The combination
of the two, namely speed and expert knowledge, provides a quick and efficient method
for classifying proteins on a genomic scale.

4.2 XML Schema User Defined Datatypes – Integrating and
Querying Leave Shapes
This success story is based on work reported in [WaPa05] and [WaPa06], and is related
to the best practices presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.5.
4.2.1

Motivation

The processing of words and phrases for continuous quantities raises important issues
in the treatment of semantics. The problem becomes particularly focused when we
consider its computational aspects. The demand that a semantics be computational means
that, not only is the interpretation of phrases (efficiently) computable, but also the extent
that two denotations are equal, equivalent, close, or overlap may itself be (efficiently)
computed. As one of the premier descriptive sciences, botany offers a wealth of
material on which to for evaluation. Now the challenge is how to use ontologies to
facilitate integrating and querying information on parallel colour and leaf shape
descriptions from botanical documents.
4.2.2

Key ideas

We consider flower colour and leaf shape as examples to illustrate how to represent
descriptions of these quantities in an ontology system, using the OWL-Eu ontology
language [PaHo05]. We have devised a plant ontology O, which contains Colour and
LeafShape as primitive classes. Other primitive classes in O include
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Class(Species), Class(Flower), Class(Colour), Class(Leaf), Class(LeafShape);
important object properties in O include
ObjectProperty(hasPart), ObjectProperty(hasColour), ObjectProperty(hasShape).
In order to describe precisely values of continuous properties, such as hasHue and
hasSaturation, we need to use data values, rather than individuals. Therefore, we consider
the following datatype properties
hasHue, hasSaturation, hasLightness,
hasLengthWidthRatio, hasBroadestPosition, hasApexAngle and hasBaseAngle,
which are all functional properties. Each datatype property and its range is also defined,
for example:
DatatypeProperty (hasBaseAngle Functional range(and(≥0, ≤180))).
Concrete colours and leaf shapes are defined based on the above primitive classes and
properties, where datatype expressions are used to express the semantic regions. For
example, the colour ‘purple’ and the shape ‘ovate’ is defined as the following OWL-Eu
classes (using unary datatype expressions such as and(≥78, ≤88):
Class (Purple complete intersectionOf (Colour
restriction (hasHue someValuesFrom (and(≥78, ≤88))
restriction (hasSaturation someValuesFrom (and(≥45, ≤55))
restriction (hasLightness someValuesFrom (and(≥20, ≤30))))
Class (Ovate complete intersectinOf (LeafShape
restriction (hasLengthWidthRatio someValuesFrom (and(≥15, ≤18))
restriction (hasBroadestPosition someValuesFrom (and(≥39, ≤43))
restriction (hasApexAngle someValuesFrom (and(≥41, ≤50))
restriction (hasBaseAngle someValuesFrom (and(≥59, ≤73)).
In the end, a species with ‘purple’ flower and ‘ovate’ leaf shape can be represented as an
OWL-Eu class
Class (SpeciesA complete intersectionOf (Speacies
restriction (hasLeaf someValuesFrom (LeafA))
restriction (hasFlower someValuesFrom (FlowerA))))
Class (LeafA complete intersectionOf (Leaf
restriction (hasShape someValuesFrom (Ovate))))
Class (FlowerA complete intersectionOf (Flower
restriction (hasColour someValuesFrom (Purple))))
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Similarly, species with complex flower colour and leaf shapes are also defined as OWLEu classes, with their flower colour and leaf shape represented as OWL-Eu classes.
It is important to note that being able to use user-defined datatypes (unary datatype
expressions) to represent ranges used in colour and shape descriptions enable us to
precisely capture mathematical semantic model about colour and shape descriptions.
4.2.3

Discussion

Ontological representations of colour and shape descriptions, together with appropriate
distance functions for each property, enable us to integrate parallel descriptions and to
carry out species identification queries based on their flower colour and/or leaf shapes as
we now describe. Wang and Pan [WaPa06] further did some evaluations on species
identification queries, and this approach outperforms the keyword-based method; this is
because the former takes the real semantic of shape descriptions into account and thus
make semantic similarity measurement possible, while the latter simply checks the word
matching of the descriptions.

4.3 Semantic Annotation -- SWAN
This success story is related to the best practices presented in Sections 3.7.

4.3.1 Motivation
There is currently much work in the area of semi- and fully automatic semantic
annotation, but until now there has always been a tradeoff between performance and
scalability. While performance is clearly important, the Semantic Web will never be a
reality unless applications are fully scalable and can cope with enormous volumes of
data. Systems that are designed for massive annotation are generally automatic, nonspecific and do not have a high level of performance. Smaller systems may perform well
but are not scalable to large amounts of data.

4.3.2 Key ideas
SWAN (Semantic Web ANnotator) is a system designed to perform large-scale ontologybased information extraction for the Semantic Web, annotating vast amounts of
documents from the web with semantic information (inferred metadata). The annotation
process can be viewed as a chain of logical components, starting with the crawling of
documents from the web and ending with the user of the platform receiving a semantic
response to a query. The system is based largely on KIM [Pop04a], which provides
indexing, disambiguation and storage components, as well as some of the interface
components.
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SWAN contains two focused crawler versions: an HTML crawler which directly
accesses web pages according to a defined scope, and an RSS crawler which uses the
syndication mechanism of RSS 1.0 newsfeeds. The RSS crawler has the advantage of
being already domain-specific and therefore more likely to return relevant documents,
and some "free" (explicit) metadata such as author name and publication date. The web
pages found are then passed to the IE component, which consists of a set of processing
resources implemented using GATE [Cun02b]. This pipeline of resources performs
preprocessing tasks such as tokenisation and sentence splitting, followed by high-level
pattern matching and coreference resolution, and results in a set of semantic annotations
linking the text with concepts from an ontology. The disambiguation component then
performs 2 tasks: first, it co-refers different mentions of the same instance at the
document level, and second, it continuously checks if new instances found are identical to
previously found entities in other documents (and thus already contained in the
Knowledge Repository). Finally, the results are stored in various databases. Entities,
relations and their properties are stored in an RDF Knowledge Repository, using
Sesame8. An index relating the entities to their source documents is stored in a Document
Store, implemented on top of Lucene9. The annotations themselves are stored in an
Annotation Store implemented as a relational database.
SWAN allows access to its data for humans via a web-based UI, using an ordinary web
browser, which allows the user to enter queries, e.g. "Who are the CEOs of companies in
Ireland?", and to access the results via a web page. They can also pose queries directly in
a formal query language such as RQL or SeRQL, and access the results as RDF
statements about the entities matching the query. The system is designed to work on
specific domains, because the accuracy is vastly improved in this way. However, it is also
deliberately designed to be scalable, and new domains are being continuously added.

4.3.3 Discussion
SWAN has been evaluated in a number of ways. The problem of scalability with respect
to crawling and annotation is dealt with by organising the components in a cluster
architecture of 4 annotator machines responsible for the extraction process. A document
queueing system divides the load between the 4 machines. The crawler places each
downloaded document on top of the queue, and each annotator in turn takes a document
from the queue and processes it. An upper limit is set for the queue size to prevent
overload -- if this limit is reached then the crawler halts temporarily. The number of
machines could of course be increased, should the need arise. A distributed architecture
has not been implemented for storage, but the current architecture appears to scale well in
tests so far. SWAN deals with the performance aspect of scalability by focusing on
specific domains rather than attempting to cover all topics with one single application, as
described in Section 3.7.

8
9

http://www.openrdf.org
http://lucene.apache.org
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5 Discussion and Outlook
In this report, we have analysed some well known Semantic Web best practices, most of
which are (partially) contributed by Knowledge Web researchers in the W3C Semantic
Web Best Practice and Deployment Working Group (SWBPD). In particular, we provide
a cook-book style of presentations for the SWBPD-related best practices, highlighting the
problem(s), solution(s) and tips about them. It should be noted that the deliverable is not
intended to be a replacement of all the related W3C technical reports, but simply
providing a compact version so as to make it easier for readers to get the main points.
Besides the compact descriptions of the best practices, we also provide some success
stories which are related to the best practices. Hopefully these success stories can help
illustrate some more technical details of the best practices.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we largely rely on W3C’s viewpoint of best practices.
The idea of collecting best practices starts from the need to have sufficient practical
experience. This experience allows us to highlight consensus on positive and negative
practices. As the Semantic Web standards RDF and OWL are only available since 2004,
there will surely be more research and practices about them in the near future. Therefore,
our deliverable is simply a first step toward a global document aiming at synthesising
success stories and best practices of semantic Web technologies. In the appendices, we
also provide some related information on practice of the Semantic Web technologies,
including lessons learnt from the Semantic Technology Conference 2006 and a list of
companies that have semantics solutions R&D.
In order to make the W3C Semantic Web standards RDF and OWL more widely
adopted, best practices are necessary to provide some hand-on support for developers and
users of Semantic Web applications (i.e., applications exploiting Semantic Web
technologies). To this end, the SWBPD Working Group has done a nice job. Although it
was closed in May 2006, there are two subsequent groups started right after its ending:
(1) W3C Multimedia Semantics Incubator Group and (2) W3C Semantic Web
Deployment Working Group. We foresee that these two groups will be an important role
in the development of Semantic Web technologies and their best practices.
In the future, we would like work more on a general framework to encourage the
generation of best practices. As we discussed in previous sections, best practices are
based on practical experience. We foresee that study on usability can encourage users to
try the technologies, fostering identifying new problems and possible related solutions, so
as to encourage more best practices in a long run.
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7 Appendix A: Lessons learned from Practitioners
"Take-away"
- Standards and Technology are mature (enough)
- Semantic technologies bring concrete positive ROI10
- Performance/Scale is sufficient
- There are no silver bullets
Entreprise Semantic Web
Cerebra
"In response to the widening gap between basic biomedical knowledge and clinical
applications, governments and the academic community have undertaken a range of
initiatives. After a decade of investment in basic biomedical research, the focus is
widening to include translational research – multidisciplinary scientific efforts directed
at "accelerating therapy development" (i.e. moving basic discoveries into the clinic more
efficiently)"
"Lessons"
- The Semantic Web offers heterogeneous data integration using explicit semantics
- Oracle already has a scalable, secure, highly available RDF datamodel
- The Life Sciences are embracing Semantic Web technology
Semantic Web for Life Sciences
Susie Stephens, Global Head Life Sciences, Oracle
"Lessons"
While managing information and knowledge that allows us to operate more effectively
and efficiently doesn't sound like all that much like of a life or death situation, Consider
this?
BellSouth
Todd Stephens, Director of Metadata Services Group
"Lessons"
Semantic interoperability between stakeholders was itself difficult to achieve
Useful ontologies are not easy or quick to develop
Semantic processing has usable existing technology and great potential but requires
extensive outreach, modest initial expectations, and testing against specific use cases for
further development
Assessment of semantic interoperability is still a work in progress
Traverse Technologies Inc.
"Lessons"
First release 1500 entities, relations and individuals.
Obtaining experts consensus was the major challenge

10

see clause on Cerebra presentation in other presentations chapter
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First application built – InSight: Web-based management tool, Helps customers reducing
water, energy and labor cost; improve water process and treatment program.
200+ plants licensed!
Process Analysis Using Ontologies for Water & Power Management
GE Global Research
Semantically-Enabled technical communication: The Holy Grail
The semantics-driven content management is a lucrative business opportunity!
Siberlogic, Inc
"Recombinant Business"
Semantic web protocols are about connecting data to its definition and context. The
current goal for many IT architects are to re-use data such that organizations gain the
benefits of "recombinant effect"… If data can traverse different applications as easily as
browsers traverse Billions web pages today then it becomes exploitable and combinable
in a myriad of unexpected and profitable ways.
Eric Miller, W3C
"Semantics in Perspective"
As we deal with the ever increasing complexity of our systems, semantics and semantic
technology are going to play a more important role. What is semantics and semantic
technologies. What kind of infrastructure is needed to implement semantically based
applications? What does semantically enhanced content look like, and what is it good
for? What new tools do we need to deal with this? What are the underlying disciplines
and how do they relate to the technology? And finally, how does this all fit with the
Semantic Web? The author gave a primer for of the rest of the conference.
Semantic Arts Inc.

"Top recommendations"
– Before you “take over the world”, you need to publish your metadata with your
stakeholders
– Metadata publishing is 80% social engineering and 20% technical engineering and is
achieved through building shared meaning via trust building systems
– Standards are complex. Sometimes the more general they are, the more widely
adopted they are but the more abstract they become. Some standards frequently need
an expert interpreter to adjust for local business needs
– People need to understand something before they trust it. One of the best ways is to
build tools to allow users to visualize their data elements
– When planting a metadata garden, start small and keep weeding out the unimportant
and redundant data elements
Dan McCreary, Data Architect, Dan McCreary and Associates
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"Challenges"
A young but maturing framework: OWL maturing, Rules draft, Industry level tools not
available
"People working on the technology are better than the tools they develop"
Complexities in real world KR: diversity and heterogeneity of domains, multiplicity of
context to interpret facts, agreeing of needed level of details, trade-off between KR and
tractability, information in extremely rich natural language representation, consistency
and completeness
Understanding and Interpretation and inference engines: full fledged OWL or DL
inferences are not yet available, Reasoning in micro-environment does not represent the
behaviour of the system in the macro-environment, integration of rules engines and
inferences engines?
Evaluations: Ontology evaluation? Goal oriented tasks performance analysis, subjective
and objective measures of performance, Benchmarking of Data repositories, Query and
inference engine.
Success story:
As a side effect using this semantic mediation framework, they reported the launch of a
full blown web based and PDA based survey for the Katrina hurricane effects in Houston
in four hours! Faster than charging the PDA batteries!
A Semantic Web Solution for Public Health
IBM, Oracle, City of Houston, Top Quadrant, MedHost, Houston Univ.
"Lessons"
- Semantics is a new pathway for the future – It has promises but complexity
- Data standards and Vocabulary management are fundamental building blocks but:
Not for free … work to be done
Requires specific kinds of tooling
- The "smart data" continuum provides an understandable pathway … but much more
needs to be accomplished
Integrating Metadata standard through semantic technology
IBM, Quantum
"Take-away"
- RDF and OWL benefits for sure
- Integration model can be very small simple and growing overtime
- Often RDF-S alone is enough to deliver value
- Adding a limited set of OWL brings already top value
Owl: inverseProperty
Owl: transitiveProperty
Owl: has valueRestrictions
Owl: FunctionaProperty and owl:inverseFunctionalProperty
Integrating Data: Ontology Modeling Approaches and Patterns
TopQuadrant
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"How should we get started?"11
The first few things to realize are:
• Getting started with Semantics does not require a large capital investment. Many
tools are free. Infrastructure components are reasonably priced, certainly for proof
of concept level experiments.
• It may take longer than you think. Many of the concepts require deep rethinking
of how systems are put together, and as such it takes teams a while to adapt to the
new ways of thinking.
• You need not adopt all the aspects of the framework, nor work in all the affected
business areas to gain a benefit.
Armed with those insights, we’d suggest:
• Do something. You cannot hurt yourself applying semantics to a current project.
At the low end of the result spectrum you might gain some new insight into the problem,
even if you still implement using tools and methods you are familiar with.
• Start now. The long lead time and low capital investment mean that waiting may well
put you at a competitive disadvantage.
• Get educated. The field is far more vast than first meets the eye. Plan on a long,
perhaps never ending, educational effort that will include books, internet research,
training and conferences.
• Consider standards. You can learn from the knowledge of others who have come
before and standardized some of what they have learned. In many cases the standards are
directly and freely implementable.
• Communicate. You won’t be pursing this alone. There are many active user groups on
the internet, and there are consultants, vendors and peers eager to help with your efforts.
We believe that semantics is one of the major sea changes in our industry. After years of
research and academic work it is being applied by early adopters in a number of
important areas. The best time to start is now.
Dave McComb, Semantic Arts, Inc.

11

The CIO's Guide to Semantics Version 2, Dave McComb, Semantic Arts, Inc. 11 Old Town Square,
Suite 250, Fort Collins, CO 80524, 970-490-2224
info@semanticarts.com http://www.SemanticArts.com
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8 Appendix B: Companies having Semantic solution
R&D
Accenture
Active Navigation
Adobe
Aduna
Agent Software
Agilense
AKT Triple Store
Amblit Technologies
Anteon
Ampelon
APR Smartlogik
Arbortext
Ask Jeeves
AskMe
Aspasla
Astoria software
AT&T
ATG
Attensity
Autonomy
Axontologic
BAE Systems
BBN
Biowisdom
Black Pearl
Blue Oxide
BrandSoft
Broadvision
Business Objects
C24 Solutions
Capraro Technologies
Captiva
Celcorp
Cerebra
Cisco
ClearForest
Coetruman
Technologies
Cogito
CogniT
Cognos
Composite
Compoze Software
Computer Associates
Conformative

Correlate
Cougaar Software
Coveo Solutions
Crystal semantics
Cycorp
Cyon
Dassault Systems
DAY
Digital Harbor
Discovery Machine
Dynamic Digital
Media
Dream Factory
Easy Ask
Ektron
EMC/Documentum
Empolis
Endeca
Engenium
Enigmatec
EnLeague Systems
Entopia
Entrievia
Epsitemics Ltd
Factiva
Fair Isaac
FAST
FileNet
Fujitsu
GeoReference Online
Global360
Gnowsis
Google
Grand Centra
Groxis
Gruppometa
HS Technology
Hewlett Packard
Hummingbird
Hyperion
I2 incorporated
IBM
ILog
Image Matters
Informatica

Isoco
ISX Software
ISYS Search Software
JARG
Jayna
Kalido
Kalisa Software
Knowledge
Foundations
Knowledge Media
Institute
Kofax
Kowari
L&C
Leximancer
Lockeed Martin
Logic Library
Machine Dreams
Magenta-Technology
Mark Logic
McDonald Bradley
Metacarta
Metadata
MetaIntegration
Metallect
Metamatrix
Metatomix
Metaview360
Microsoft
Mind Alliance
Miosoft
Modulant
Modus Operandi
Mondeca
Moresophy
NCR Teradata
NetMap Analytics
Neurok
Noetix
Northrop Grumman
nStein
NuTech
Ontologent
Ontology Works
Ontopia
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RuleBurst
Read Elsevier
SAIC
Sandpiper Software
SAP
SAS
SchemaLogic
Semagix
Semandex Networks
Semantic Discovery
Seamantic Light
Semantic Research
Semantic Sciences
Semansys
Semantra
Semaview
Semtation Gmbh
Serena
SilberLogic
Siderean
Software AG
Sony
SRA International
SRI International
Stellent
Stratify
Sun Microsystems
Sybase
Synomos
SYS Technologies
Tacit
Taxonomywarehouse
TEMIS
The Brain
Thetus
Thomson
Top Quadrant
Triple Hop
Troux
Ultimus
Unicorn
Verity
Versatile Info
sysVertical Net
Vignette

Systems
Connecterra
Connotate
Content Analyst
Contextxare
Contivo
Convera
Copernic

InforSense
Infosys
Innodata (ISOGEN)
Intellidimension
Intellisemantic
IntelliseekIntellisophic
Interwoven
Inxight

Ontoprise
Ontosolutions
Open Text
Oracle
Profium
Radar Networks
Raytheon
Readware
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Visual Knowledge
Vitria
Vivisimo
WiredReach
XSB

